Comparative Sequence-Function Analysis of the Major Facilitator Superfamily: The "Mix-and-Match" Method.
The major facilitator superfamily (MFS) is a diverse group of secondary transporters with members found in all kingdoms of life. The paradigm for MFS is the lactose permease (LacY) of Escherichia coli, which has been the test bed for the development of many methods applied for the analysis of transport proteins. X-ray structures of an inward-facing conformation and the most recent structure of an almost occluded conformation confirm many conclusions from previous studies. One fundamentally important problem for understanding the mechanism of secondary active transport is the identification and physical localization of residues involved in substrate and H(+) binding. This information is exceptionally difficult to obtain with the MFS because of the broad sequence diversity among the members. The increasing number of solved MFS structures has led to the recognition of a common feature: inverted structure-repeat, formed by fused triple-helix domains with opposite orientation in the membrane. The presented method here exploits this feature to predict functionally homologous positions of known relevant positions in LacY. The triple-helix motifs are aligned in combinatorial fashion so as to detect substrate and H(+)-binding sites in symporters that transport substrates, ranging from simple ions like phosphate to more complex disaccharides.